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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, TO
THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS???

Welcome to a new cycle of evolution, a cycle which will charge spiritual maturity from everyone,
that will allow you to live in harmony in the times that will come.

This new cycle will be marked by inner tests, in which the consciousnesses will find themselves
facing great responsibilities, with little inner experience to take them on. However, it will be the
adhesion that each one will present to the Will of God, and their efforts to fulfill it, that will make
the grace and mercy that you need to fulfill your mission to descend from the universe.

Children, when facing the challenges to come, always say "yes", even if they seem impossible to be
experienced and overcome. When you say "yes", the Creator receives permission to operate true
miracles in your consciousnesses and heal all that prevents you from making the leap you need.

The challenges will make you grow and prepare you for the cycles that will come later and that will
be major and definitive trials not only for you but for all humanity and for the whole universe.

Do not fear to launch yourselves into the unknown or take the steps that will lead you through paths
you do not know where they end. Do not fear losing everything and, above all, losing yourselves
because - though painful - this is the goal of humanity. Remember that the emptiness of yourselves
leads you to the Truth, to the Archetype, to the Source.

Today I wish you a start cycle filled by God and the universal life. This new time will be marked by
the awakening of humanity to this life.

All the sciences will be united spiritually in the universal science and all true religions will find the
common meaning in the experience of love. Knowledge and religion will unite to unveil new worlds
and universal principles, and they will discover that the greatest science, which is the experience of
love, leads to new horizons, to new universes. Thus you will not fear to know the Truth and with the
knowledge filled with spirituality, and religion full of wisdom, you will cross the gates towards a
new life.

Your Father and Friend, 

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


